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To Whom it May Concern, 

 

We understand you are interested in teaching your young women about recognizing and rejecting 

controlling images of beauty in media, and we would both be happy to do so if this is something you are 

interested in.  The message we share is the culmination of our co-authored thesis for our master’s 

degrees and our Ph.D. work currently being done, and we present this one-hour visual presentation to 

women and teens across the state. We love the message we share and we care so much about the rising 

generation of youth bombarded with so many negative influences about what it means to be successful, 

beautiful, and loved.  As a bit of background, we are twin sisters from Idaho Falls, Idaho, with master’s 

degrees in communication from the U of U and are currently working on our Ph.D.s in the same field. 

With the increasing prevalence of the media in the average person’s life, it becomes so vital to examine 

the content of the messages being presented at every turn. Moreover, our work is especially pertinent 

locally, as Forbes Magazine recently named Salt Lake City and its surrounding areas the “vainest city in 

the nation” for its booming plastic surgery industry and record-breaking amount of money spent on 

beauty enhancement. 

 

Our co-authored thesis involves the research and justification for presenting one-hour media 

literacy workshops for adolescents on the media’s role in how we see ourselves and others. Our visually 

oriented presentation will consist of images demonstrating the unrealistic beauty standard held to 

women and girls through popular entertainment media. Specifically, we will present descriptive analyses 

of three of the top-rated magazines and television programs popular among teen girls, with a focus on 

how unrealistic beauty ideals are normalized and unchallenged. The workshop will center on helping 

adolescents to recognize and reject oppressive media messages about their bodies that often go 

undetected, but nonetheless exert control in destructive physical and emotional ways.  

  

After years of research and writing on this subject, we are excited to be presenting this project in 

local high schools, universities, churches, and conferences, and would love the opportunity to present 

this to the girls and women you care so much about. Our 80-page thesis has been unanimously approved 

by a committee of professors at the University of Utah, and a condensed portion of that paper is attached 

for your review. If you have any further questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact us at 

any time.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Lexie Kite 

Lindsay Kite 

 


